
The best features of both 
digital and analog meetings 
combined into one device.

Redesign 
your meetings.





cannyboard provides a completely new level of digital collaboration. Both onsite 
and remote meeting attendees will experience a new measure of digital flexibility 
and quality. For more productive, more effective, and just better meetings.

 »  Everything in one device: Projector, screen, and video conferencing –  
cannyboard combines everything into one perfect digital solution

 »  Familiar features in digital form: The cannyboard app replaces flip charts, 
sticky notes, highlighters, and more – for sustainable meetings without any 
paper at all

 »  One meeting, limitless locations: cannyboard provides for hybrid working  
sessions with an unlimited number of attendees – and with the quality of  
in-person meetings

The new meeting experience – with  
the best features of the digital and  
analog worlds. 
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A lot of space for perfect meetings – the cannyboard 86”.

❶   86“ multitouch display with InGlass touch  
techno logy for touch entries using a finger or a 
stylus and interactive collaboration with up to  
20 touch points

❷  4K resolution for a visually brilliant presentation

❸    Ultra wide-angle camera with 6.3 megapixels for 
picture transmission that captures the whole room.

❹    Swiveling display that is more ergonomic 
during work

➎   Integrated array microphones for the best audio 
transmission

➏   Integrated 2.1 sound system to provide the perfect 
tone in the room

➐   Modern, sturdy design with a practical shelf  
element made of wood

➑  Mobile pedestal made of aluminum

+     Integrated, high-performance PC complying with 
the highest safety standards

+     Many connection options: Dual band Wi-Fi, 
wireless screen sharing, HDMI, uncomplicated 
without downloading an app and without  
registration

+     Four USB ports

Big, visually brilliant, powerful. The cannyboard 86“ provides plenty of space and freedom for meetings and creativity.  
Made for impressive presentations, discussions involving plenty of notes, complex workshops and a whole lot more.



Simple. Secure. 
Get started.

The cannyboard is ready for use just 
a few seconds after switching it on. 

It can be used immediately by all 
users – without long loading times, 

without registration, without entering 
a password and primarily without 

cutting corners in security.

Activation without  
stumbling blocks 

 »  Position the cannyboard in 
the room 

 » Connect the power cable 
 »  Provide the Internet 

connection (LAN or WiFi) 

 » Press the power button

It is immediately ready to use

 »  After starting, a 
comprehensive Windows 
user interface with all the 
customary conference 
and co-working tools is 
provided, together with the 
cannyboard app

 »  Presentations and screen 
sharing are possible 
even without an Internet 
connection

 »  Ad hoc connection with 
mobile consumer products 
using a QR code – both 
onsite and remote

 »  No downloads or  
installations

Secure in the cloud

 »  All data and work products 
are stored securely in the 
cloud in real time

»  You can access all your 
information using your free 
cannyboard account from 
anywhere at any time 

Maximum data security

 »  All data is encrypted before 
transmission or storage 
(https/SSL)

 »  All work products are 
password-protected and 
availible via your personal 
account

 »  The cannyboard app 
complies with European and 
American data protection 
standards.



One solution for everybody and everything.

The cannyboard is a technology-independent system. This means that all users can, with  
complete flexibility, use just those apps that they like to use. From conference tools such as  
Microsoft Teams, Zoom or Google Meet to web-based applications like Office 365, Miro,  
Google Chrome, TV streaming or YouTube. 



One solution for everybody and everything. cannyboard app: 
One app, 
one meeting, 
many locations
The cannyboard app cracks the digital barrier for 
online meetings and allows groups, with shared 
sessions, to collaborate synchronously, interactively, 
and independent of location. With the cannyboard, 
all participants work on the same desktop, use the 
same tools at the same time and can see, hear and 
discuss topics using the video call function.

For this, the cannyboard app, with its various tools and 
shared sessions, is the perfect foundation for successfully holding 
meetings that span locations:

 » Start a session with the push of a button 

 » Barrier-free participation without registration or login

 »  Simple wireless linking of mobile consumer devices such as 
laptops, tablets and smart phones 

 »  All the workshop tools of both the analog and digital world 
are bundled into one application 

 »  Optimum collaboration on a shared desktop with the same 
tools at the same time

 »   Perfect communication for all participants using the  
high-end video call function 
 

The result: Hybrid and online meetings with the quality of  
in-person meetings – without cuts or compromises.

App

cannyboard



Writing, drawing, commenting.

With one touch, open digital sheets 
and make notes on contents, devise 
sketches or create graphics. All the 
analog and digital tools that you 
know from classic meetings have 
been combined here in one intuitive 
tool. For example, creating with 
different colors, line thicknesses 
and markers – completely without 
expensive special pens, simply 
with your bare hands or a wooden 
stylus.

Unlimited connectivity.

Whether with a smart phone, tablet or laptop – virtually 
any consumer device can be connected quickly and simply 
to the cannyboard and the cannyboard app –  regardless 
of the manufacturer and operating system.

Screen sharing.
Easily share presentations, 
lists or other contents – 
wirelessly or via HDMI cables.

Wi-Fi access point.
The session board 
provides the necessary 
Internet connection to 
the participants directly.

Intuitive visualization & maximum connectivity.

Notes Sheets
Handwrit-

ing
Drawing Sketching

The cannyboard stylus.

Easy understanding and intuitive operation are the most important factors in the success of a tool. This is why all features 
of the cannyboard app are completely tailored to the users and their needs. The goal is always to create the best possible 
meeting app and, like that, to provide a tool that sets the standard with its simplicity and quality. 

“Simplicity is the highest 
level of perfection” 
Leonardo Da Vinci



Participation in a cannyboard meeting is just as simple as it is 
multifaceted. A brief scan of the QR code generated by the  
cannyboard app is sufficient and the smart phone, laptop or  
tablet connects automatically to the desired meeting session. 
Now, any and all content from your own device can be shared in 
the session by way of the cannyboard app. 

Whether text, graphics or PDF – the cannyboard app makes input 
of whatever the participants have up their sleeves. 

The entire group can discuss, evaluate and use templates for 
simple structuring by way of the common user interface – 
this makes the meetings approachable and interactive for all 
attendees. No downloads, no installation, a lot of options. 

The attendees transmit their contributions by way of the  
cannyboard.app in the browser – without having to install  
anything on the consumer device.

Interactive variety for everyone.

Text Images Templates Graphics Videos PDFs

Input variety for everyone.



Redefining the digital meeting workflow:  
Time saving and productive.

Simple preparation.

Digitally prepare meetings, 
workshops and conferences 
comfortably at your desk. All 
your content can be uploaded 
intuitively using drag & drop into 
a cannyboard session. Securely 
stored in the cloud, it can then 
simply be opened in the meeting.

Meeting structure.

Useful tools such as timers, 
shelves and various work 
areas (phases) help to create 
structured sequences, to sort and 
file contents and to keep time   

Documentation.

Work products are stored in real time 
in the cloud and can be assigned 
to and stored in a cannyboard 
account with one click. After this, the 
collected products of all attendees 
are available digitally. 

Data and session management.

All meetings and the associated  
cannyboard sessions and results can 
be managed, stored and edited 
in a browser in the cannyboard.app. 



Just 60 seconds to  
perfect brainstorming.

Power on the
cannyboard

Launch the  
cannyboard
app

By scanning 
the QR 
code, all the 
participants 
connect to the  
cannyboard. 
Start 
brainstorming.

Ideas and  
content are 
shared with 
the consumer 
devices in the 
session.  
The timer  
function helps 
to keep to a 
specified time.

One of the
attendees
takes over  
the session 
using their  
cannyboard 
account.

Content can be 
shared digitally 
with all atten-
dees. It can also 
be accessed 
again and 
further edited.

1.

2.

3.
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Once you use cannyboard, you will always use 
cannyboard – that is what our customers say. 

“We use the cannyboard to run our 
digital workshops with our customers. 
Thanks to the diverse features, we  
can collaborate and interact in  
the best hybrid manner with the  
attendees. For us, this is a  
tremendous gain compared to  
conventional video conferences.” 

Uwe von Grafenstein,  
Kalhammer & von Grafenstein GmbH, 
marketing agency and marketing 
consulting

“With the cannyboard app, we have 
found the perfect tool that helps us  
to collect and sort ideas, precisely in 
the early development phases. The 
cannyboard has become an essential 
component in our daily routine, 
directly in the SCRUM workflow.” 

Georg Weiss, Manager of  
technology development,  
TQ Systems Durach GmbH

“Using the cannyboard, we are 
able to frame our video analyses of 
professional volleyball to be more 
interactive and more effective. The 
players can contribute, they have a 
brilliant image and we, as coaches, 
can perfectly prepare and present our 
analyses using the cannyboard app.”  

Thomas Ranner, Coach of WWK 
Volleys Herrsching, German National 
Volleyball League

“Our students love the cannyboard. 
Now we can format lessons to be 
much more interactive, even in small 
and medium-sized groups. We can 
also plan projects and share the 
results – real added value for the 
faculty and students.”

Prof. Dr. Christian Vogelei,  
Dean of the School of Mechanical  
Engineering, Kempten University  
of Applied Sciences 



Ready for the modern working world.
The working world is constantly changing – and with it the requirements that 
companies, partners and employees place on the meeting culture. New work is the 
recipe for success in the future and, with the cannyboard, you are stepping into  
this future at precisely the right time. Ready for effective and true hybrid work.  
Ready for the modern working world.

A total of 57 % 
of people are convinced 
that flexible work models 
(remote work, home-office 
options) help retain or win 
over personnel.

Source: The Austrian Gallup Institute, 
Statista 2023

47 % of all  
management, find hybrid 
meetings currently to be a 
challenge.

Source: Sherpany / Agilienta AG,  
Statista 2022

Among 65 %  
of all employees, in Germany 
would most like hybrid work 
in the future.

Source: Appinio, Statista 2022

cannyboard  
provides the tools 
and technology 
to meet these 
challenges simply 
and successfully. 



Speaking of  
management, 41 %  
rated the efficiency in hybrid 
meetings as high to very 
high. 

Another 41 % are 
divided in their opinion but 
convinced of the efficiency if 
the basic conditions fit.

Source: Sherpany / Agilienta AG, 
Statista 2022

As a result,  
every cannyboard  
meeting can 
save hard cash 
while keeping the 
meeting quality 
the same.

The average cost for 
each business trip is 

334 €  
and is tending upward. 

Source: German Business Travel 
Association (VDR) Business Travel 
Analysis, Statista 2023

The Corona pandemic 
has shown that companies, 
by digitizing  meetings, 
were able to reduce their 
travel costs by up to 

75 %.

Source: German Business Travel 
Association (VDR) Business Travel 
Analysis, Statista 2023





in2systems GmbH
Mühlstrasse 2
82229 Seefeld
Germany

@cannyboard @in2systems GmbH@cannyboard @cannyboard

Our promise.

With the cannyboard, you combine the best of the digital 
and analog worlds – everything in one device – and raise 
the quality and productivity of your meetings to a new 
level. A tool that is free of barriers and effective, for 
limitless ideas, digital flexibility and collaboration, just like 
they should be today.

In brief: The best decision you can make with a view toward 
the future and the modern working world.

Managing Directors
Sofie Bauer, 
Detlef Schneider

Contact
Telephone: +49 8153 9308 - 111
Email: info@in2systems.de
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